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Instructions for using T.A.S.C.O/Rittel’s Blood Eater/Relaxing Agent

BE-639 is relaxing & blood eater agent. It is ideal for rehydrating bloody capes and skins. It has excellent protein attacking abilities (an affinity to dispersing blood). It can either be used by itself, or in conjunction with your normal relaxing bath. Keep in mind that the very little is needed to effectively relax and clean your capes or skins. It is also an excellent choice for cleaning bloody birds skins too!

**For Normal Usage:** Use 2 oz. (4 full Tablespoon’s) of BE-639 to every 5 gallons of water needed to completely submerge your capes or skins. If you weigh your skins, figure using 2 quarts of water for every 1 lbs. of skin weight. Hence, a 5 gallon solution should easily relax 10 lbs. of skin weight. Leave the skins in this solution until they are rehydrated and flexible. Usually most salt dried capes will fully relax within 4-8 hours.

**When using in your current Relaxing Bath:** Again, we recommend adding to your Ultra-Soft or other commercial relaxer relaxing bath. 1 oz. (2 full Tablespoon’s) of BE-639 to every 5 gallons of solution needed to completely submerge the skins. Leave the skins or capes in this solution until they relax completely. When fully relaxed, remove, rinse inspect for any bloody spots still left, scrub with the relaxing solution, then rinse again, and place them into a pickling solution.

T.A.S.C.O/Rittel’s offers this instruction in an advisory capacity and assumes no liability. Such information is the same as used in their own successful experiments, and since we have no control over the environment, or the materials upon which our products or instructions will be used, they cannot guarantee success!

All rights reserved. No part of these instructions may be reproduced in any form or by any means without permission.